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Report from the Chair
At the beginning of 2007 the Minister for Education and Skills, David Bartlett MHA,
reappointed me as chair of the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority for another three
years.
The Minister and his staff provided the Authority with strong support and guidance in
2007 and this close relationship with the Minister and with his staff continues to be a
critical element of the successful operation of the Authority.
During 2007 the Authority members continued to make important decisions and provide
strategic direction in the area of education qualifications and training regulation for
Tasmanians.
In June 2007, the Australian Universities Quality Agency (AQUA) published its Audit of
the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority. This report provided the TQA with almost
unqualified praise for its higher education quality and regulatory functions in Tasmania
and in particular AQUA “commends TQA for the adoption of a model of governance that
is fit for purpose and works well in practice for higher education, as in evidence through
the efficient decision-making processes and the operation of the TQA Board”.
The “Carver Governance” model continues to serve the Authority well with strong
support for the model from members of the Authority in the evaluation completed at the
end of 2006. Applying this model, Authority members work as experts, not
representatives, contributing to decisions about policy and strategic directions, with the
CEO responsible for operational matters.
The Authority continues to operate with only two standing committees (the Risk
Management Oversight Committee and the Senior Secondary Assessment Administration
Review Committee), three sector specific reference groups and a range of advisory
groups established by the CEO.
The Authority staff continues to work extremely well together and a strong sense of
direction and shared purpose was very evident in our organisation in 2007. Strategic
decisions were made by the Authority in each meeting and then staff prepared papers for
the next meeting that were well researched and succinct, providing powerful logic for the
Authority to use in further developing its views. This resulted in the Authority dealing
with heavy agendas but giving each decision close attention and appropriate
consideration.
The CEO and other Authority staff continue to work closely with the University of
Tasmania’s Vice-Chancellor and other UTAS staff and Tasmanian students can now use
a much wider range of subjects to contribute to their Tertiary Entrance score.
The changes to Year 12 certification that have been proposed at the federal level are still
under development and will, if introduced, have a radical effect on the operation of the
TQA. These proposals are designed to increase uniformity in State and Territory school
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assessment and certification. The Authority continued to monitor these developments in
2007 and to contribute to the ongoing discussion concerning these proposals. The CEO of
the Authority, Dr Allen, is playing a major role in these developments.
During 2007 the Authority revised its strategic plan with important input from Authority
staff. This plan guided the operation and direction of the Authority during 2007. The plan
requires the Authority to “contribute to significant educational improvement, supporting
social and economic development in Tasmania” and this goal continued to be the driving
force behind our work in 2007 and in particular the implementation of the new
Tasmanian Certificate of Education.

Tim Doe
Chair
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Report from the Chief Executive Officer
The Tasmanian Qualifications Authority has now completed its fourth full year of its
activities in senior secondary education, vocational education and training and higher
education.
This report covers our operations, noting highlights and some anticipated future
developments, consistent with the strategic plan the Authority developed during 2005 and
reviewed in 2006. In 2007, the Authority re-developed its strategic plan around four key
result areas with clearly stated goals, objectives, performance measures and targets in
each area. This sets an exciting and challenging agenda for the Office to work within over
the next few years.
I was very pleased this year to see our progress with the new Tasmanian Certificate of
Education (TCE) – students entering year 11 from 2008 onwards are now expected to
meet a set of clear standards in everyday adult reading, writing, mathematics, use of
computers and the internet and to complete at least the equivalent of two years’ full-time
study. The old TCE, which lists a student’s qualifications, will be kept, but under a new
name. The new TCE implementation project is going well and I would like to thank all –
TQA officers, people from schools and colleges, industry and employer representatives
and others who have contributed so effectively.
The Authority designed the new TCE it approved in early 2007 so that students could
meet its requirements in a wide variety of settings – the new certificate does not drive
how schools and colleges organise and deliver education and training; it only requires
demonstration of achievement. When in the middle of 2007 the Tasmania Tomorrow
reforms were announced, we were therefore able to say with confidence that there would
be no need to change the new TCE to fit these developments and that the implementation
of the new TCE would not constrain these reforms. Good design is robust against
unknown and unanticipated changes in external circumstances.
A significant highlight of 2007 in the vocational education and training sector was our
contribution to the development and roll-out of the new national standards – AQTF 2007.
Everything went smoothly – not by accident, but through hard work, dedication and skill.
Thank you to all involved.
In the higher education sector, the Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA)
audited us in 2007. The report of this very detailed and thorough audit is publicly
available and I was delighted with its conclusions. It took skill and hard work to build
systems and processes that meet AUQA’s demanding standards – thank you to the staff
and experts from the higher education sector in Tasmania who helped us do this.
Our legislation was amended by the Tasmanian Parliament in late 2007. While the main
reason for these amendments was to ensure that Tasmania is compliant with the new
national protocols for registration and accreditation in higher education, the amendments
have given us formal responsibility for a number of areas of registration and accreditation
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that we were previously doing administratively. This will help us better realise the
potential of being the single integrated authority we were set up to be.
We made significant progress in the challenging area of the recognition of informal
learning during 2007. Since Tasmania has a large proportion of adults with no post-year
10 qualifications, there is obvious potential for recognising the learning that people
already have as a first step towards further learning and qualifications. I would like to
thank the people who helped us explore ways to recognise the learning that they have
achieved since leaving school.
On the national scene, 2007 was a busy and demanding year and I expect that 2008 will
see more developments. We remain focused on the importance of our contributing to a
socially and economically prosperous future for Tasmanians – a contribution we can only
make through working with others. As in previous years, I want to close by thanking the
many different groups we work with and, of course, the staff. A large proportion of our
activities – senior secondary assessment and certification, audits and complaints
investigations – are operational rather than developmental, requiring dedication, skill,
hard work and meticulous attention to detail. This major contribution to our success
should not pass unnoticed. Thank you, everyone.

Dr. Reg Allen
Chief Executive Officer
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Tasmanian Qualifications Authority (TQA)
The Tasmanian Qualifications Authority, established by legislation in November 2003,
began operations from the 1 January 2004.
The TQA is a stand-alone authority, accountable directly to the Minister, with an
independent chair working to a board of nine, appointed on the basis of the expertise they
can bring to the Authority.
The TQA provides, for the first time, a single body that is capable of providing a strong
leadership role in qualifications related policy and planning across all major areas of
education and training in Tasmania.
A central feature of the TQA was to be its capacity to provide a single qualifications
statement that will include Tasmanian Certificate of Education (TCE) and vocational
education and training (VET) qualifications. From this the TQA has the capacity to
present an inclusive statement of life-long qualifications. From its first year, the TQA has
issued year 12 students with a certificate of all their qualifications – TCE syllabuses, VET
certificates and competencies and TQA recognised studies. The Authority has also taken
significant steps towards its task of making clear the relationship between various types
of qualifications so that the needs of individuals, employers and learning institutions are
better met.
With amendments to the TQA Act in 2007 the Authority has strengthened its position in
relation to the recognition of Other Learning allowing it to issue qualifications in addition
to senior secondary, VET and higher education.
The development of a much closer relationship between senior secondary schools, VET
providers and Higher Education, in particular the University of Tasmania, will help to
make the pathways available for young people moving from compulsory schooling
clearer, allowing greater flexibility in the movement between the three sectors.
As a single integrated authority, the TQA is strategically well positioned to respond to the
need for change and to undertake a focussed research and development role.

Legislation Establishing the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority
The TQA was established under two parliamentary Acts. The Tasmanian Qualifications
Authority Act 2003 (No. 62 of 2003) is the principal Act which establishes the Authority.
It also includes within its provisions repeal of the Universities Registration Act 1995 and
amendments to the Education Act 1994.
The Vocational Education and Training Amendment Act 2003 (No. 63 of 2003) Parts 4
and 5 refer to the role of the Authority in managing accreditation of vocational education
and training (VET) courses and registration of VET providers.
The Tasmanian Qualifications Authority Amendment Bill 2007 passed in late 2007
amended the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority Act 2003 in order to meet new
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requirements under the National Protocols for Higher Education Approval Processes; to
repeal the Education Providers Registration (Overseas Students) Act 1991, transferring
these powers and responsibilities to the Authority; to provide the Authority with powers
needed to give effect to the objectives specified in the current Act; and to make a minor
technical change to the Vocational Education and Training Act 1994.

Functions of the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority
The Authority has summarised its key functions as follows:
• provide consolidated statements of qualifications
•

provide leadership in strategic planning for qualifications management

•

provide advice to the Minister on matters relating to qualifications

•

accredit all relevant courses for senior secondary education, vocational education
and training, and higher education and establish and convey the relationship
between these qualifications

•

recognise and register VET and non-university higher education organisations
engaged in the delivery of qualifications

•

ensure that certification issued by the TQA meets approved standards

•

provide quality assurance to maintain the rigorous standards of the qualifications
it issues

•

conduct and moderate assessment for senior secondary courses and issue the
Tasmanian Certificate of Education

•

collect, record, store and distribute data on achievement in senior secondary, VET
and Higher education

•

liaise with and provide system level data to State and Commonwealth authorities
as required and in accordance with AQTF requirements and national protocols for
higher education.
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Members of the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority
Members of the TQA are expected to bring relevant knowledge and expertise to the work
of the Authority. Schedule 1 of the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority Act 2003 (62 of
2003) specifies the terms and conditions for members of the Authority while Schedule 3
specifies procedures associated with meetings of the Authority. The Authority consists of
nine members, appointed by the Minister.
Mr Tim Doe (Chairperson) - Mr Doe was a science teacher,
predominantly at senior secondary level, for 20 years. He spent the next 20
years in senior positions, firstly as a college principal then as a
Superintendent, and then the Director of Curriculum. He retired at the end
of 2003 after spending five years as Deputy Secretary with responsibility
for government schools and colleges in Tasmania.
For many years Mr Doe was a member of the executive of TASSAB and
chaired its Accreditation Committee. He also has had a long association
with VET, assisting with the introduction of VET into Tasmanian colleges
and briefly acting as Deputy Secretary (VET).
Mr Doe continues his involvement with education as chair of the TQA. He
is also a member of the Council and Executive of the Royal Agricultural
Society of Tasmania and chairs its Wine Show Committee.

Mr Paul Byrne - Mr Paul Byrne has a long involvement with VET
beginning with teaching in a Victorian technical school, followed by over
12 years teaching in TAFE, senior positions in the Australian Education
Union (AEU) at State and national levels, and seven years with the
Australian National Training Authority (ANTA), the last three as General
Manager.
Mr Byrne is now a consultant in VET and is on the Board of TAFE
Tasmania, the new national Innovation and Business Industry Skills
Council, and AESharenet, a government owned education material
copyright license exchange facilitator.
Mr Byrne has been heavily involved in the reforms in VET, including the
development of Training Packages, the standards and nationally
consistent legislation for registered training organisations, and the
development of the Australian Qualifications Framework. He was a
member of the AQF Advisory Board for several years to 2003.
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Ms Sandra Cousins - Ms Cousins has been the Human Resource
Manager for McCain Foods (Aust) Pty. Ltd., Smithton for ten years.
Before this Ms Cousins worked in HR in the dairy industry for eight
years. Ms Cousins was involved in the formation of the original dairy
industry competency structure and was also the Victorian representative
on the Food ITAB for the dairy processing industry.
Ms Cousins has been the Chairperson for the local VET in school
program for approximately four years and has been responsible for the
successful on-going development of an industry committee to work with
Smithton High School to implement educational programs to form part of
Year 11 & 12.
Ms Cousins is currently completing an MBA through the University of
Tasmania and is a board member of Emmerton Park (Aged Care Facility
Smithton, Tasmania) and the Tasmanian State President for the
Australian Women Pilots' Association.

Ms Penny Driessen - Ms Driessen has over 17 years experience in the
VET sector and is currently working as a Project Officer/Consultant
on a number of projects and activities regarding VET. Recent projects
include: Training Demand Profiles, Evaluation of the TAFE/Senior
Secondary College relationship, Analysis of VET in Schools
relationship with industry, Development and implementation of the
VET workers professional development program and training package
review consultation.
Ms Driessen was an original member of the Tasmanian Accreditation
and Recognition Committee (TAReC) since its establishment in
November 1994. Ms Driessen resigned in 1998, and was reappointed
as Chair in 2001.
Ms Driessen has also held positions as Executive Officer, Tasmanian
Arts, Communications Information Technology, Printing and
Recreation Industry Training Advisory Board, Senior Education
Officer and Development Officer (Public Relations), Department of
Education Industrial Relations and Training and Executive Officer for
Hobart Education Business Training Partnership (HEBTP).
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Professor Gail Hart - Professor Gail Hart has been a Pro Vice-Chancellor
(Teaching and Learning) and a member of the senior executive team at the
University of Tasmania since August 2005. Her responsibilities include
providing leadership and support for teaching across the University including
teaching and learning policy development.
Professor Hart has twenty years experience in the higher education sector in
Australia including eleven years as an academic in the discipline of nursing.
She was the inaugural Director of the Teaching and Learning Support
Services (TALSS) Department at Queensland University of Technology and
held this position for over five years before joining RMIT University as Pro
Vice-Chancellor, Teaching and Learning.
From 1997 to 1999 Professor Hart was a member of the National Committee
for University Teaching and Staff Development (CUTSD) and a member of
the Australian Universities Teaching Committee (AUTC) in 2004. As a
member of the ATN Teaching and Learning Committee (TALC) she has
contributed to the national teaching and learning projects related to generic
capabilities, e-learning, and judgments about teaching quality. She is also a
member of the Queensland Office of Higher Education Ministerial Advisory
Panel on Higher Education Approval Processes and Policy.

Mr Stephen Norris - Mr Stephen Norris has been the Head of Launceston
Church Grammar School since 2003. Born in Northern Ireland he grew up
in England both in the Midlands (Coventry) and in Hampshire
(Winchester). He attended King Henry VIII School, Coventry, and Peter
Symond's School, Winchester.
Mr Norris gained an MA at Dundee University, Scotland in Geography. He
also gained a Diploma of Education in 1987 at the University of Melbourne
and Graduate Diploma in Education Administration also at the University
of Melbourne in1996.
Mr Norris first came to Australia in 1979 on a year’s working holiday after
finishing University and began teaching in 1982 at Hutchins School in
Hobart, then at Stowe School, England 1983 to 85, Trinity Grammar
School, Melbourne 1986 to 87, and Melbourne Grammar School 1987 to
2002. He chaired the organising committee for the Australian Anglican
Schools Network (AASN) 2005 conference held at LCGS in September
2005.
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Mr John Smyth - Mr John Smyth was appointed as Secretary of the
Department of Education (DoE) in October 2005.
Prior to joining the Department of Education, Mr Smyth was Chief
Executive Officer of TAFE Tasmania for some 8 years. Mr Smyth also has
had wider experience in the VET sector in a regulatory and purchasing
role, as Chief Executive Officer of the Northern Territory Employment
and Training Authority and was a member of the Board of the Australian
National Training Authority (ANTA), and is also a member of the
Executive of TAFE Directors Australia, a national association of TAFE
Institutes.
With qualifications in continuing education, Mr Smyth was a high school
teacher and a mentor for beginning TAFE teachers in the Diploma of
Teaching (TAFE) program in TAFE Queensland, and has held educational
leadership positions in Queensland, the Northern Territory, and Tasmania.

Mr Robin Fox - Mr Robin Fox is currently principal at Rosny College,
Hobart.
Before taking up this position in January 2005, Mr Fox was Education
Advisor to the Minister for Education, the Hon. Paula Wriedt, M.H.A 20032004. Prior to this Mr Fox had worked as the Principal of Taroona High
School, Hobart (1999-2002) and Rokeby High School, Hobart (1995-1999).
Mr Fox has also worked as a teacher in isolated and district high schools in
the humanities areas. Mr Fox's key interest areas are in teaching and
learning - especially developing and enhancing leadership within a learning
community.

Dr Dan White - Dr Dan White is currently Director of Catholic Education
for the Archdiocese of Hobart, Tasmania. Previously he served as an area
administrator in the Diocese of Parramatta and as a school consultant in the
Diocese of Bathurst. His teaching experience embraced a number of schools
in Western Sydney where he was a primary principal for nine years.
Dr White is a member of the Australian College of Education and the
Australian Council of Educational Leaders. He is the executive officer of the
Tasmanian Catholic Education Commission and currently represents
Tasmania on the Australian Catholic Education Commission. Amongst his
other responsibilities Dr White serves on the Australian Catholic Religious
Education Committee and is a member of the Hobart Archdiocesan
Coordination team.
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Ex Officio
Dr Reg Allen - Dr Reg Allen is the Chief Executive Officer of the
Tasmanian Qualifications Authority.
He has 30 years of experience as a teacher and subject master, board
member and teacher representative, consultant, deputy director and
director, in the diverse education contexts of Australia, England, and the
USA.
He has acted as expert education advisor in Australia and America,
including being a leading member of the Framework Research Advisory
Group for Queensland's New Basics in 2001-2004.
His principal previous role has been as Deputy Director of the Queensland
Board of Senior Secondary School Studies where he played a key role in
the design and implementation of Queensland's Student Education Profile
for senior school students, including the integration of vocational
education in post-compulsory school education.
He has produced over 40 publications across diverse education
specialities, including national studies and the development of policies for
the Australasian Curriculum Assessment and Certification Authorities
(ACACA).
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Office of the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority
At the end of 2007 there were 26 people working in the office of the Tasmanian
Qualifications Authority.
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Clients of the Authority
The direct clients of the Authority are organisations and individuals to whom we provide
a service.
Senior secondary colleges and district high schools offering TCE and VET
In 2007 there were 53 senior secondary colleges and district high schools offering TCE
and VET.
Senior secondary students
In 2007 5123 senior secondary students received certificates issues by the TQA.
Registered Training Organisations
In 2007 there were 132 RTOs registered with the TQA. These offer a wide range of
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) qualifications: Certificates I, II, III, IV,
Diploma and Advanced Diploma.
Registered Higher Education Providers
There are eight non self-accrediting higher education providers registered with the TQA
providing higher education courses from Diploma to Masters degrees.
Holders of overseas qualifications
Tasmanian residents who hold overseas qualifications can apply to the TQA to have their
qualifications assessed for equivalence with Tasmanian qualifications.
Organisations wanting their qualifications listed on the Tasmanian Certificate of
Education
In 2007 the TQA developed a new policy that offers recognition to a wide range of
formal learning undertaken by senior secondary students. Providers of formal learning
qualifications not currently recognised on the Tasmanian Certificate of Education can
apply for such recognition. To date there are nine such providers.
Owners of VET accredited courses
Organisations or individuals can apply to the TQA to have their VET courses accredited
with the TQA if the outcome cannot be achieved using a nationally endorsed Training
Package. While most of these organisations are RTOs, some are not. There are currently
74 courses that have been accredited by the TQA. 19 courses have been accredited in
2007.
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Achievements in 2007
As well as carrying out all the normal functions of the Authority we are pleased to report
on the following significant achievements of 2007:
Australian Quality Training Framework 2007
The AQTF is the national set of standards which assures nationally consistent, high
quality training and assessment services for clients of Australia's vocational and
education training system. The new AQTF 2007 is the current version of the framework,
effective from 1 July 2007, which now includes Essential Standards for Registration;
Standards for State and Territory Registering Bodies and Excellence criteria.
Implementation of the new Higher Education Protocols
The new protocols were agreed to by all states and the commonwealth in 2006.
Amendments to the TQA Act 2003 passed in October-November 2007 will enable the
implementation of the National Protocols governing in particular the use of the term
“university college”, provision for mutual recognition of programs, establishment of a
new university in Tasmania and provision for overseas universities seeking to operate in
Tasmania.
New Tasmanian Certificate of Education
The implementation of the new TCE has continued through 2007 with a focus on
informing current year 10 students about the certificate and what they need to take
account of to achieve it. The standards on which the certificate is based have now been
set and ways in which these standards can be met have been determined. School and
college liaison and enrolment teams have been extensively briefed prior to enrolment in
education and training programs for 2008 and 2009.
TQA Sponsored Award Ceremonies
The annual TQA Awards ceremony was again held on 2 February 2007 at Tattersall’s
Park Function Centre, Hobart and celebrated the achievements of 56 students from
schools and colleges around the state. Once again the TQA was delighted to highlight the
achievements of these young people across a broad range of skill and interest areas, both
academic and vocational.
Exploration of Recognition of Informal Learning
A policy on recognition of informal learning aimed at making qualifications available to
as wide a range of people as possible was approved in 2007. This involves a statement of
individual learning for candidates whose worthwhile learning does not match up to an
existing qualification. Strategies for making recognition processes available to a wide
range of people are now being considered. These include working collaboratively with
existing organisations that can provide information about recognition of learning and
those that issue qualifications.
Amended Legislation
The Tasmanian Qualifications Authority Amendment Bill 2007 was passed in late 2007
allowing the Authority to meet new requirements under the National Protocols for
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Higher Education Approval Processes, including a minor change to the Vocational
Education and Training Act 1994 and repealing the Education Providers Registration
(Overseas Students) Act 1991, transferring these functions to the Authority.
Data about Schools and Systems
Drawing from its rich collection of data the Authority provided a series of detailed
analyses to schools in government, Catholic and independent sectors as well at to
systems. These analyses included the predictive capacity of year 10 performance in Being
Literate, Being Numerate and Maintaining Wellbeing to inform year 11 performance in a
range of TCE subjects. Likewise an analysis of 2006 year 12 performance highlighted
areas of concern in relation to participation and achievement amongst young Tasmanians.
The analyses were subsequently used with considerable effect at a breakfast presentation
to industry and community stakeholders.
Narrative Certificate
New guidelines were developed and approved during 2007 to assist the implementation
of the Tasmanian Certificate of Educational Achievement, previously the Narrative
Certificate. With considerable input from the project’s Steering Group which met on
three occasions, the guidelines provide information about processes and procedures to be
used in issuing the certificate to the anticipated small number of students for whom a just
and fair statement of achievement will complement other certification, including the new
TCE.
VET ‘Suitable Person’ Clarification
Section 31 (5) of the Vocational Education and Training Act 1994 provides that the TQA
may refuse to register an applicant if it considers that the applicant is not suitable. In 2007
the Authority approved a guideline specifying the factors that may be considered when
determining an applicant’s suitability to be a registered training organisation.
Completed Client Survey
Approximately 2600 client surveys were distributed during the latter part of 2006 and the
beginning of 2007 to various client groups. Over 1000 responses were received.
Response rates for particular client groups ranged from 41% to 79%. Client groups
included: registered training organisations, higher education providers, senior secondary
teachers, senior secondary moderators, senior secondary principals, TCE Coordinators,
senior secondary exam setters and markers, senior secondary students.
Overall findings indicate a high level of satisfaction with the services provided by the
Office of the TQA, particularly in relation to interactions with staff, access to
information, content of the website, modes of communication.
Opportunities for improvement were identified in a range of areas including: navigation
of the website, clarification of roles, communication of policy initiatives as well as
various operational tasks.
AUQA Audit of Higher Education Functions
In March of 2007 the Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA) carried out its
five-yearly audit of the TQA’s higher education functions. The audit team captured their
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findings in a report which is available on their website. The findings were very
favourable with the auditors commending the Authority for its relations with its clients,
its management system, its quality system particularly the focus on continuous
improvement and its preparation for the implementation of the revised national protocols.
The report identifies a number of opportunities for improvement including: amendments
to the staff handbook, strengthening the management of conflict of interest in assessment
panel members, balancing effectiveness and efficiency in the implementation of the new
protocols.
Newsletter for Senior Secondary Schools
As an outcome of the client satisfaction survey a newsletter to principals and staff of
senior secondary schools and colleges was established, with three editions being
produced in 2007. The aim of the newsletter is to provide school and college personnel
with factual information from the TQA and also to keep them informed about state and
national matters of interest.
TQA Strategic Plan
The Authority’s strategic plan has been updated during 2007 in the light of the major
policy goals of Tasmania Together, Guaranteeing Futures (including the creation of Skills
Tasmania) and Tasmania Tomorrow. It has identified four key result areas in
Communication, links and partnerships; Operations; Developments in registration,
accreditation and certification and in Monitoring outputs and outcomes. Within each of
these key result areas, goals, objectives and performance measures have been established
to give us useful information about performance including feedback if they are not met.
New Record Management System
The new TRIM electronic record management system continued to be implemented
through 2007 as part of the TQA’s information communication technology upgrade,
providing a comprehensive, sophisticated and integrated system for all the TQA’s
information management needs.
Manufacturing Studies
Accredited in late 2006, the Manufacturing Studies course was trialled by a small group
of students at the Australian Technical College (ATC) during 2007. Feedback from the
pilot allowed the Authority to finalise course detail in relation to standards and
assessment and in 2008 it will run at The Hutchins School with two classes proposed as
well as at the ATC.
Revised Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF) Standards
The TQA has supported the development of new “essential standards of registration” for
RTOs, to take effect from mid 2007. The new framework will now recognise levels of
excellence in the achievement of standards.
Support for Tasmania Tomorrow
The Authority continues to provide input into the implementation of the Tasmania
Tomorrow policy both through membership of working groups, the provision of
statistical information and through the ongoing implementation of the new TCE.
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Revised National Code of Practice for Registering Authorities and Providers of
Education and Training to Overseas Students 2007
The TQA has supported the development and implementation of the National Code 2007.
The standards will support excellence in the provision of educational services to overseas
students studying in Australia.
Schools Registration Board
During 2007 the Schools Registration Board reviewed and re-registered 15 schools;
Circular Head Christian School, Eastside Lutheran College, Geneva Christian College,
Giant Steps Tasmania, Guilford Young College, Hilliard Christian School, Immaculate
Heart of Mary School, Lady Gowrie Kindergarten, Larmenier School, Launceston Prep.
School, Oakwood School, North West Christian School, Sacred Heart College, Sacred
Heart School (L), St Brendan-Shaw College and St Finn Barr’s School. In addition,
approval was given to 4 schools to significantly change their registration - The Kinder
Cottage, Seabrook Christian School, St Aloysius School and Tarremah Steiner School.
Senior Secondary Course Accreditation
We continued to support the Department of Education’s Post-Year 10 Curriculum Project
by assisting with the development of a range of new courses that were subsequently
accredited by the Authority.
Maintaining Quality Management Systems
The Authority has the maintenance of its quality management systems as a priority and
through 2007 has used a range of mechanisms to measure and report on performance.
This has included internal audits of Authority processes, client satisfaction feedback and
periodic updating of procedures.
Overseas Qualifications Management
The TQA continued to operate its Overseas Qualifications Unit to provide a local service
to permanent residents with qualifications gained overseas. An educational assessment of
qualifications is carried out based on the Country Education Profiles provided by
NOOSR, the Australian Government’s National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition.
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Future Directions
Other Education
The amended TQA Act expands upon the objective of making available to people as wide
a range of qualifications as practicable including those in “other education”. During 2008
we will develop and implement guidelines for the accreditation of post-compulsory
courses that are not classified as senior secondary, VET or higher education. As well, we
will develop processes for conducting assessments for qualifications outside senior
secondary, VET or higher education where individuals have acquired learning other than
by completing a course.
Tasmanian Certificate of Educational Achievement
The provisionally-titled Tasmanian Certificate of Educational Achievement (previously
the Narrative Certificate) has a planned first issue for 2009 to coincide with the first issue
of the new Tasmanian Certificate of Education (TCE). Work in 2008 will focus on the
finalisation and release of guidelines governing eligibility and procedures for issuing the
certificate. Extensive consultation with school and college stakeholders is planned around
the guidelines and how prospective applicants can be supported.
Recognition of Non-Formal and Informal Learning
Non-formal learning is that which results from participating in structured learning
activities that are not set up to deliver qualifications (eg learning in the workplace).
Informal learning is that which takes place without such organisation and includes the
learning from daily life. Recognition can lead to an existing qualification (or part thereof)
in VET, the TCE or higher education; a TQA Statement of Attainment; credit points
towards the new TCE. Having completed an investigation during 2007 into the scope and
range of informal learning and the current options for recognition, in 2008 we will now
consult with other agencies in order to broaden availability of appropriate recognition
processes.
Implementation of the new Tasmanian Certificate of Education
The implementation of the new Tasmanian Certificate of Education (TCE) will continue
in 2008 with the first issue in 2009. Agreed standards and ways of meeting these
standards for the first issue of the TCE will have been finalised and there will be clear
evidence that students have met these standards. An extensive communication program
with major stakeholders will continue through 2008 focussing on students, parents, local
communities and preparation of a more detailed plan for employers through 2009.
Revised AQTF Standards for Registration
The revised Australian Quality Training Framework 2007 and training regulation
arrangements were implemented in July 2007 nationally. In preparation for the
introduction of the new standards the TQA will participate in a comprehensive transition
and implementation strategy that will include retraining auditors, revising related
administrative and management systems, engaging more closely with occupational
licensing bodies and conducting professional development programs with RTOs and
stakeholders to support the new arrangements.
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National Collaboration on Comparability and Portability of Senior Secondary
Results
The Authority will continue with is its involvement in the national collaboration on
developing options for improved inter-state comparability and portability of senior
secondary results being undertaken by the Australian Education Systems Officials
Committee (AESOC).
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Key Reporting Output 1: Senior secondary students receive
valid, correct and complete senior secondary
certificates/tertiary entrance results on time.
Functions and Responsibilities that Relate to this Reporting Output
The TQA is responsible for the assessment of senior secondary courses and issues the
Tasmanian Certificate of Education.
We:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

collect and process TCE subject awards and criteria ratings
prepare, administer, mark and process TCE Year 11/12 examinations and external
assessments
determine awards for TCE subjects in years 11 and 12
collect and record VET in Schools outcomes and produce VET Certificates and
Statements of Attainment for schools and colleges
issue the Tasmanian Certificate of Education and Statements of Results
calculate student Tertiary Entrance Scores and Ranks (the TER)
notify students of their Tertiary Entrance Scores and Ranks
provide detailed result information to students, schools and the tertiary admissions
system
develop and maintain the necessary supporting ICT.
Client Information - Who We Directly Serve

•
•
•
•
•
•

secondary students, teachers and their parents
senior secondary students and their parents
senior secondary teachers, principals and colleges
employers and employer organisations
urther education admissions offices, especially the University of Tasmania
education system administrations.
Current Activities and Highlights

In 2007, we
• collected and processed TCE subject criteria from schools for all Year 11 and 12
students, using either mark sensitive sheets or, by electronic transfer
• prepared papers for 42 examinations, using subject expert panels
• administered, marked and processed approximately 19,000 TCE Year 11/12
examinations with the help of 240 examination supervisors and 490 markers
• processed school results, combining them with external results when appropriate
• determined the awards for TCE subjects in years 11 and 12
• collected and recorded VET in Schools outcomes and produced VET Certificates
and Statements of Attainment for most of those students.
• issued TCE Statements of Results and the Tasmanian Certificate of Education to
students in Years 11 and 12
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•
•
•
•

calculated and notified students of their Tertiary Entrance Scores and Ranks
(TER)
provided detailed result information to students, schools and the tertiary
admissions system
commenced the enhancements to the ICT infrastructure to support the provision
of statements of life-long learning
maintained a table and schedule that enabled the inclusion of (university) High
Achiever Programs to be included in tertiary entrance calculations.

The New Tasmanian Certificate of Education
The implementation of the new Tasmanian Certificate of Education began during 2007
following the Authority’s accreditation of the new certificate in February which will
allow for its first issue in late 2009.
During 2007 the implementation project involved:
• the establishment a new Project Steering Group and project reference groups
comprising members with expertise across industry, education and training to
advise on the likely impact of the certificate on different client groups, in
particular 2007 year 10 students
• the appointment of an external quality consultant for the life of the project to
ensure that outcomes and outputs are achieved in a timely and efficient way
• identifying, confirming and publicising the range of TQA accredited and
recognised courses, including VET courses which would allow the literacy,
numeracy and ICT requirements to be met
• developing stand-alone tests which would allow literacy, numeracy and ICT
standards to be met
• analysis of year 9 and 10 student performance data from the government school
sector to establish some measure of its reliability in predicting future achievement
of literacy, numeracy and ICT standards
• analysis of year 11 and 12 performance and achievement data to establish likely
future patterns of achievement of the new TCE amongst student cohorts
• an extensive statewide briefing program about the new TCE and its requirements
for school principals and staff, year 10 students, parents, pathway planning
officers and senior secondary enrolment and liaison teams.
• the development of “tools” to support appropriate enrolment for students seeking
the new TCE – a web-based course planner was developed, trialled and widely
used for student enrolment in the latter part of the year
• building an extensive web-presence for the new TCE providing all data,
information and tools necessary to support the implementation
• an extensive risk identification and assessment strategy for managing perceived
risks for the successful implementation of the new certificate.
Narrative Certificate
In 2007 further development of the proposed Narrative Certificate intended as a quality
assured, centrally issued certificate designed to complement the new TCE by providing
narrative or descriptive information for the small number of students for whom a just and
fair account of their achievements is required.
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During 2007 we:
• adopted a new provisional title – the Tasmanian Certificate of Educational
Achievement
• developed a comprehensive set of draft guidelines for issuing the new certificate
• met with school and college educators who in the future will be involved in the
procedures involved in issuing the certificate.
Plans for Further Development
In the future, we plan to:
• implement the testing of the literacy, numeracy and ICT standards for the new
TCE
• continue with the implementation of the new TCE through 2008 for first issue in
2009
• review the technical details supporting the calculations of scaled scores for small
candidature courses
• proceed with the implementation of the new Tasmanian Certificate of Educational
Achievement (TCEA)
• work towards the provision of the Qualifications Certificate as a 'life-long'
learning statement.
Groups/Panels/Working parties that help with these functions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

exam setting groups consisting of expert setters and critics
exam marking groups consisting of teachers of the subject and other people with
current experience
assessment panels of subject leaders who review the marking process and make
determinations about individual results that are 'borderline'
Scaling Committee which considers, amends as necessary and approves the
annual equivalence table for Senior Secondary 5 subjects
Senior Secondary Assessment Administration Review Committee
Technical Reference Group to consider the development of tables and schedules
that support tertiary entrance
New TCE Implementation Project Steering Group
Narrative Certificate Project Steering Group
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Key Reporting Output 2: The community has easy access to an
accurate list of organisations and courses that provide quality
vocational education and training.
Functions and Responsibilities that Relate to this Key Reporting Output
Registration of Training Organisations
The Tasmanian Qualifications Authority registers Tasmanian training organisations as
registered training organisations (RTOs). Registration is based on meeting a set of
national standards established as part of the Australian Quality Training Framework
(AQTF).
In 2007 a revised version of the AQTF, called AQTF 2007, was implemented. The three
main components of the revised standards are the Essential Standards for Registration,
Standards for State and Territory Registering Bodies and Excellence Criteria. The
Excellence Criteria are criteria that RTOs may use voluntarily to continue improving the
quality of their training and assessment and to gain recognition for their performance.
The AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration are mandatory and consist of three
standards, three quality indicators and nine conditions. Compliance with the standards is
established by audit and other monitoring activities.
A training organisation is subject to audit at the time of initial registration, within the first
12 months of operation and again prior to renewal of registration. As well, an audit may
be conducted to check on-going compliance every few years or as a result of a complaint.
National and state strategic industry audits are conducted to confirm that an RTO’s
training and assessment services are meeting the needs of a particular industry or
licensing authority. A National Guideline for Risk Management outlines the processes
used by registering bodies in determining arrangements for the assessment of all
registration applications, including applications for initial registration, renewal of
registration and extensions to scope of registration. Registration decisions are made by
the Authority through delegation to the Chief Executive Officer. Registration is for up to
five years.
A number of other national guidelines have been developed to support the AQTF 2007
Essential Standards for Registration. The National Guideline for Industry Regulator
Engagement is for the use of industry regulators and registering bodies. The Guideline
establishes how industry regulators and registering bodies engage in the quality assurance
arrangements for training and assessment in the VET sector. It forms part of a range of
measures to build regulators’ confidence that the training and assessment practices of
RTOs adequately meet their regulatory requirements.
To support this function we:
• provide information to existing and potential RTOs
• provide information to users of the VET system including learners, employers and
other interested parties
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

conduct audits of training organisations
assess registration applications
issue certificates of registration
maintain the state component of the National Training Information Service
(NTIS) data base
evaluate and process applications for changes to the scope of registration of RTOs
investigate complaints
monitor the on-going compliance of training organisations
inform industry regulators of quality assurance arrangements for RTOs delivering
and assessing qualifications required for occupational licences
negotiate and agree on additional quality assurance measures required
implement additional quality assurance measures agreed upon.

Accreditation of Non Training Package Vocational Education and Training (VET)
Courses
The TQA accredits VET courses under the Australian Quality Training Framework that
lead to an Australian Qualifications Framework qualification or Statement of Attainment.
Accreditation is the formal recognition by State or Territory course accrediting bodies, in
accordance with the Standards for State and Territory Registering/Course Accrediting
Bodies of courses not covered by nationally endorsed Training Packages.
Accreditation means the course is nationally recognised and that a registered training
organisation can issue a nationally recognised qualification or Statement of Attainment
following the program's successful full or partial completion. Once a course has been
accredited and placed on the NTIS register it will be recognised in all other States and
Territories without the need for further accreditation in those States and Territories.
Accreditation is for up to five years and applications are reviewed for compliance with
the AQTF 2007 Standards for Accredited Courses. Accreditation decisions are made
applying the Standards for State and Territory Course Accrediting Bodies by the TQA
through delegation to the Chief Executive Officer.
Training Packages
Training Packages are developed and endorsed nationally. However, each State and
Territory is involved in the development, approval and implementation process. Feedback
is sought from stakeholders in all jurisdictions. Skills Tasmania manages this process
with officers of the TQA involved in consultation and the sharing of information.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Client Information - Who We Directly Serve
registered training organisations (RTOs) in Tasmania
consumers of vocational education and training services who seek our support in
resolution of a conflict
course developers and owners (who may or may not be RTOs)
employers and RTOs involved in the approval and implementation process of
Training Packages
industry regulators and occupational licensing bodies
other government agencies.
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Current Activities and Highlights
Registration
In 2007 we:
• registered 12 new organisations
• carried out 44 AQTF audits
• conducted 30 site visits for high risk extensions of scope
• carried out 5 monitoring visits to check performance against action plans
developed in response to issues raised against the AQTF standards
• implemented the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration and associated
guidelines
• reviewed out policies and procedures for consistency with AQTF 2007
• maintained the Tasmanian data on the National Training Information Service and
participated in the ongoing development of the revised database
• participated in the provision of professional development workshops for RTOs
• developed and distributed 11 issues of VET News
• investigated 20 complaints about Tasmanian training organisations and collected
and analysed complaints data
• investigated 8 general complaints about VET
• delivered a moderation of assessment process for RTOs delivering the Training
and Assessment Training Package
• delivered, in conjunction with the Commissioner for Licensing, a moderation
session for RTOs delivering training in the responsible service of alcohol
• liaised with a number of industry regulators about options for industry regulator
engagement
• developed a database identifying industry regulators and occupational licences
• reviewed policies and procedures for industry regulator engagement
• reviewed regulations and fees for registration services.
Accreditation
In 2007 we:
• provided information about the accreditation process and interpretation of the
guidelines
• accredited 20 new and renewed courses
• participated in the national moderation of accreditation processes and procedures
including involvement with the national accreditation network
• assisted in the development of the new AQTF accreditation standards and
associated resources
• reviewed regulations and fees for accreditation services.
Training Packages
TQA officers participated in national teleconferences with regard to Training Package
endorsement and review. Advice was given to Skills Tasmania on qualification issues
including packaging rules and assessment guidelines.
In 2007 we participated in the review of 12 Training Packages.
Plans for Further Development
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In the future, we plan to:
• continue the implementation of the AQTF 2007 RTO standards
• introduce use of quality indicators to RTOs
• participate in national meetings related to collaborative and cooperative
recognition and accreditation functions
• participate in strategic industry audits
• work towards the alignment of licensing and qualification requirements at state
and national levels
• participate in national auditor moderation and training
• liaise with industry regulators and other key stakeholders
• distribute resources and support materials for the revised AQTF 2007 standards.
Groups/Panels/Working parties that help with these functions
•
•
•
•

national network of accreditation officers
National Registration and Accreditation Technical Committee (NRATC)
national network of auditors
registration and course accrediting bodies (R/CAB) chairs.

Overseas Students
In accordance with the requirements of the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and
Courses for Overseas Students (CRICOS) the TQA processes the registration of
education and training organisations that provide services across all sectors to overseas
students, studying in Australia on a student visa. The TQA assesses and registers courses
for overseas students.
Client Information - Who We Directly Serve
•
•

CRICOS registered providers in Tasmania
overseas students studying in Tasmania on a student visa.
Current Activities and Highlights

In 2007 we:
• registered one new provider and 363 new and renewed courses
• conducted eleven re-registration audits and one monitoring visit to existing
providers
• maintained the Provider Registration International Students’ Management System
(PRISMS)
• participated in Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Implementation
Group meetings
• participated in Australian National Code Advisory Group (ANCAG) meetings
• participated in the development and implementation of the revised National Code
of Practice for Registration Authorities and Providers of Education and Training
to Overseas Students 2007.
Plans for Further Development
In the future, we plan to:
• review registration and course fees
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•
•

participate in national meetings related to collaborative regulatory functions
review and amend policies and procedures following the proclamation of the 2007
TQA Amendment Act.
Groups/Panels/Working parties that help with these functions

•
•
•

ESOS Implementation Group – policy and implementation issues
PRISMS help desk and professional development
ELICOS Steering Committee
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Key Reporting Output 3: The community has easy access to an
accurate list of organisations and courses providing quality
higher education.
Functions and Responsibilities that Relate to this Key Reporting Output
The TQA registers non self-accrediting providers of higher education and accredits their
higher education courses. It does this using guidelines and procedures (available on our
website at http://www.tqa.tas.gov.au/1277)
A Higher Education Expert Group (HEEG) assesses applications for registration and
course accreditation from these institutions and makes recommendations from its findings
to the Authority.
Client Information - Who We Directly Serve
•
•

non self-accrediting higher education providers
Tasmanian students enrolled in these institutions.
Current Activities and Highlights

Currently there are eight registered higher education providers in Tasmania. Two of these
have their primary registration in Tasmania and the other six have their primary
registration in other jurisdictions.
In 2007 we:
• reviewed registration and course fees
• re-registered three providers
• conducted one re-registration visit
• accredited one new course
• maintained the National Higher Education Register (NHER)
• participated in Higher Education Recognition Officers (HERO) meetings
• convened two HEEG meetings
• were audited by the Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA).
Plans for Further Development
In the future, we plan to:
• participate in national meetings related to co-operative regulatory functions
• review policies and procedures following the proclamation of the 2007 TQA
Amendment Act
• implement the new Higher Education Protocols and Guidelines for approval
processes
• Groups/Panels/Working parties that help with these functions
• Higher Education Expert Group meets three times a year and as necessary to
consider particular applications
• Higher Education Recognition Officers (HERO) from each State/Territory meet
three times a year to share information and develop consistent practices
• Joint Committee on Higher Education (JCHE).
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Key Reporting Output 4: Senior secondary education
providers have access to useful, up-to-date, high quality
accredited courses including documents and quality assurance
procedures.
Functions and Responsibilities that Relate to this Key Reporting Output
The TQA accredits Tasmanian Certificate of Education (TCE) courses for senior
secondary education. Acting upon a request from the Department of Education, the TQA
updated and accredited a series of courses (in technology, computing, vocational learning
and work readiness) which were due to expire at the end of 2007, for a period of 12
months from 1/1/2008 to 31/12/2008. This request arose in the context of the restructure
of post-compulsory education and training in Tasmania. The Department of Education
developed a set of courses for accreditation to replace the accredited courses due to
expire at the end of 2007. One course (Community Service Learning) was developed by
an individual teacher and accredited by the Authority in December 2007.
The Office of the TQA:
• works with course developers to ensure that new senior secondary courses meet
the TQA’s accreditation criteria
• determines quality assurance requirements for courses, ensuring that there is:
a) a match between the standards for achievement specified in the course and the
standards demonstrated by the students; and
b) community confidence in the integrity and meaning of the qualification
• recognises courses from other providers considered suitable for senior secondary
students
• undertakes quality assurance processes to ensure comparability in the assessment
of student achievement
• facilitates the review/evaluation where appropriate of senior secondary courses.
Client Information - Who We Directly Serve
•
•

Tasmanian senior secondary students
Tasmanian schools and colleges - teachers/administration
Current Activities and Highlights

The TQA is completing new commitments and reviewing and improving its senior
secondary course accreditation and quality assurance processes. In 2007, we:
• provided advice and assistance regarding the senior secondary course
accreditation criteria to individuals and groups developing senior secondary
course proposals
• continued to conduct quality assurance processes to assist in ensuring
comparability in the assessment of student achievement.
• placed emphasis on supporting the quality assurance processes contained in the
newly accredited TQA courses
• accredited 18 new courses for use from 2008
• continued to develop policy on informal learning
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•
•

formally recognised the Cisco Networking Academy Program and the
International Baccalaureate
published the TQA Senior Secondary Handbook 2007.
Plans for Further Development

In the future, we plan to:
• continue to review and enhance the quality assurance processes in the senior
secondary area
• expand the availability of the recognition of informal learning
• continue the implementation of the new TCE
• continue with the development and implementation of the Tasmanian Certificate
of Educational Achievement (formerly called the Narrative Certificate)
• develop a coherent set of standards for the Authority’s senior secondary activities
• check the alignment between qualifications in senior secondary English and
Mathematics and the knowledge and skill needs of these students in their
immediate destinations
• implement the relevant aspects of the pathway planning process under
Guaranteeing Futures
• continues to collect and disseminate participation and achievement data.
Groups/Panels/Working parties that help with these functions
• Technical Advisory Committee for reviewing scaling processes and outcomes
• new TCE working groups
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Key Reporting Output 5: Tasmanians have easy access to
statements of recognised qualifications.
Functions and Responsibilities that Relate to this Key Reporting Output
Tasmanian Certificate of Education (TCE)
The TQA issues the Tasmanian Certificate of Education.
We:
•
•
•
•
•
•

collect and process TCE subject awards and subject criteria ratings
collect VET and other recognised results for senior secondary students
determine awards for TCE subjects in years 11 and 12 based on combinations of
externally and internally rated subject criteria
issue Statement of Results to all TCE students at the end of the academic year
issue the TCE to all Year 12 students at the end of the academic year
issue TCE certificates and Statements of Results to past and present students upon
request throughout the year.

Recognition of Informal Learning
During 2007, we explored the implementation of a Recognition of Informal Learning
policy through a series of case studies and the development of a Statement of Individual
Learning (approved at August 2007 Authority meeting) for a particular set of cases.
These were typically cases where a person clearly has achieved an identifiable and
coherent body of learning that is not described by all or part of an existing qualification
including VET competencies drawn from training packages.
VET in Schools
The TQA produces Statements of Achievement and Certificates for students studying
VET courses under the VET in Schools program.
We:
•
•
•

collect and record VET in Schools outcomes
produce VET Certificates and Statements of Attainment at the end of the
academic year
produce VET Certificates and Statements of Attainment at the request of the
provider or student.

Overseas Qualifications
The TQA's overseas qualifications service advises migrants, refugees and other
permanent residents with overseas qualifications on the procedures to follow to gain
recognition and use their overseas qualifications, skills and experience.
We:
•
•
•

assess overseas qualifications, using the National Office of Overseas Skills
Recognition (NOOSR) Country Education Profiles
provide information and referral service to overseas qualified tradespersons
help people with overseas qualifications to identify the procedures they need to
follow to use their skills in Australia
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•

provide information about professional recognition of overseas qualifications,
including referrals to relevant professional bodies, membership requirements and
processes.
Client Information - Who We Directly Serve

•
•
•
•

Senior Secondary students and their parents
Senior Secondary teachers, principals and colleges
providers of formal non-TCE qualifications who want those qualifications
recognised on the TCE
people with qualifications gained overseas and professional associations
Current Activities and Highlights

In 2007, we:
• issued 5123 Tasmanian Certificates of Education
• dispatched 5123 certificates and 2159 tertiary entrance statements in a single
mailing on December 17, 2007
• issued 5178 TCE Statement of Results (including 778 to students in year 10)
• printed 1422 VET Certificates and 1193 Statements of Achievement
• recognised formal non-TCE qualifications from seven organisations.
Plans for Further Development
In the future, we plan to:
• work to promote the value of qualifications to people who don’t have them
• enhance the provision of the Statement of Individual Learning
• work towards the provision of the Qualifications Certificate as a ‘life-long'
learning statement.
Groups/Panels/Working parties that help with these functions
•
•

OQU/Australian Education International - National Office of Overseas Skills
Recognition Conference
Tasmanian Immigration and Settlement Committee

Overseas Qualifications Assessments
The TQA provides assessment and advice to people who have formal qualifications
gained overseas.
Client Information – Who we serve directly
•
•
•
•

people with qualifications, skills and experience gained overseas
providers of education services
professional and licensing/regulatory bodies
employers.
Current activities

In 2007, we:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

assessed 49 overseas qualifications against the Australian Qualifications
Framework
provided advice/referral to 7 clients in relation to recognition of their
qualifications, skills and experience and referred 4 to AEI-NOOSR for individual
assessment of their qualifications
participated in the Tasmanian Settlement Network
represented Tasmania at the national meeting of OQUs organised by the COAG
Skills Recognition Taskforce in relation to improving assessment arrangements
for tradespeople who have gained their skills or qualifications overseas
attended the inaugural National Seminar on Trades Skills Recognition in Adelaide
attended the annual professional development workshop for Overseas
Qualifications Units (OQU) run by Australia Education International – National
Office of Overseas Skills Recognition (AEI-NOOSR)
attended the annual Conference for Overseas Qualifications Units (OQU),
Australia Education International – National Office of Overseas Skills
Recognition (AEI-NOOSR) and Trade Recognition Australia (TRA) in Perth
began the pilot phase to the implement TQA’s recognition of informal learning
policy to assist overseas qualified people gain recognition of their qualifications,
skills and experience.
In the future we plan to

Improve cooperation and liaison with bodies in Tasmania offering educational services to
immigrants.
Groups/Panels/Working parties that help with these functions
•
•
•
•

Australia Education International – National Office of Overseas Skills
Recognition (AEI-NOOSR)
Trade Recognition Australia (TRA)
Multicultural Tasmania
Other State/Territory Overseas Qualifications Units (OQU)
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Key Reporting Output 6: The relationships between
qualifications are clear and understood by a wide range of
clients
Functions and Responsibilities that Relate to this Key Reporting Output
The Relationships between New Qualifications
In 2009 the TQA will issue three new post-compulsory qualifications:
• The new Tasmanian Certificate of Education (TCE) based on successfully
meeting a set of requirements for adult literacy, adult numeracy, adult computer
skills, participation and achievement in coursework and training and future career
and education pathway planning.
• The Qualifications Certificate (QC) recording all qualifications attained and
recorded by the TQA - in this respect it is similar to the current TCE.
• The Tasmanian Certificate of Educational Achievement (TCEA) which records
via a centrally issued and quality assured certificate the relatively unique qualities
of participation and achievements of some young people for whom conventional,
standardised certification is inadequate.
All students including trainees and apprentices will be eligible for the QC once they have
attained a TQA accredited or recognised qualification. As a statement of qualifications
the QC can be re-issued once additional qualifications are added across a lifetime of
learning.
The new TCE will be issued in addition to the QC to certify when young people have met
the agreed requirements in literacy, numeracy, ICT, participation and achievement and
pathway planning.
The TCEA may be issued alone, with the QC and with the new TCE if the requirements
are met.
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF)
The Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) provides a comprehensive, nationally
consistent framework for accreditation of qualifications in post-compulsory education
and training, from Senior Secondary Certificates through to Doctoral Degrees. The AQF
comprises seventeen national qualifications issued in:
• the secondary schools sector;
• the vocational education and training (VET) sector; and
• the higher education sector.
AQF qualifications link with each other in a range of learning pathways between schools,
vocational education and training providers and higher education providers (universities)
as learning and career ambitions require. The development of structured arrangements to
link qualifications across the sectors represents a key process in building closer intersectoral relationships and enables individual learners to move from one qualification to
another in more efficient and effective learning pathways.
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The TQA accredits VET courses under the Australian Quality Training Framework
(AQTF) that lead to an Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) qualification or
Statement of Attainment. Accreditation is the formal recognition by State or Territory
course accrediting bodies, in accordance with the Standards for State and Territory
Registering/Course Accrediting Bodies for qualifications or courses leading to a
Statement of Attainment not covered by nationally endorsed Training Packages.
Increasingly, vocational education and training qualifications are Training Package based.
Training package qualifications are created by combining units of competency into
groups which meet job roles and are aligned to the range of vocational qualifications
identified in the AQF.
Training Packages are reviewed to ensure they continue to meet industry needs and allow
issues that arise during their implementation to be addressed. The TQA provides input
into Training Packages in the development and review stage generally in relation
assessment requirements and to 'rules' around unit of competency combination in
qualifications which are determined by the industry.
Client Information - Who We Directly Serve
•
•
•
•

Past and present senior secondary students
Course developers/owners
Registered training organisations
Learners of registered training organisations
Current Activities and Highlights

•
•

Participated in the review of the AQTF standards
Published equivalences table
Plans for Further Development

•
•
•
•
•

Continue to identify courses that contribute to levels of participation and
achievement in the new TCE
Develop a web-based application for automatically counting credit units
Groups/Panels/Working parties that help with these functions
New TCE Implementation Project Steering Group
Narrative Certificate Project Steering Group

Recognition of Informal Learning
The TQA provides advice to individuals about their existing learning and qualifications
in relation to current AQF qualifications.
Client Information - Who We Directly Serve
•

Individuals who wish to have their existing learning recognised

Current Activities and Highlights
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•
•

Worked with a number of people on case studies to explore the need for
recognition of informal learning
Worked with a number of service organisations to explore processes for assisting
people to seek recognition
Plans for Further Development

•

Work with other government agencies to provide recognition services
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Financial Statement

For the year ended 31 December 2007
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Independent Audit Report
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Output Budget Report
The budget of the Authority, which runs on the financial year (July 1 2006 to June 30
2007) is planned and monitored around six key reporting outputs, reflecting the functions
of the Authority. The following report gives planned and actual year expenditure for the
calendar year January 1 2007 to December 31 2007. Expenditure totals are disaggregated
into operational and developmental categories.
The Authority assumed responsibility for the administration of the Schools Registration
Board in late 2006. Funding for this activity was not included in the Authority’s budget
until the 2007-2008 financial year and figures are not included in this report.
Key Reporting Output 1: Senior secondary students receive valid, correct and complete
senior secondary certificates/tertiary entrance results on time.
Performance Indicators: Validity and reliability measures on internal and external
assessments meets targets; error rate on certificates <1%; statements/certificates
dispatched on schedule.
Actual

Budget

$147,987

$197,125

Operational

$1,428,244

$1,449,824

Total

$1,603,231

$1,646,949

Developmental

Key Reporting Output 2: The community has easy access to an accurate list of
organisations and courses that provide quality vocational education and training.
Performance Indicators: AQTF requirements for registration, accreditation, audits and
clearance of non-compliances are met; client feedback about where access improvements
can be made.
Actual

Budget

Developmental

$90,294

$104,840

Operational

$429,667

$501,701

Total

$519,961

$606,541

Key Reporting Output 3: The community has easy access to an accurate list of
organisations and courses providing quality higher education.
Performance Indicators: AUQA requirements for Higher Education
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registration/accreditation are met; client feedback about where access improvements can
be made is obtained; CRICOS requirements met.
Actual

Budget

Developmental

$65,387

$81,794

Operational

$106,086

$133,756

Total

$171,473

$215,550

Key Reporting Output 4: Senior secondary education providers have access to useful,
up-to-date, high quality accredited courses including documents and quality assurance
procedures.
Performance Indicators: Set of accredited courses meets overall requirements of
framework; quality assurance procedures deliver required level of validity and reliability
of results.
Actual

Budget

Developmental

$93,680

$104,363

Operational

$286,198

$308,163

Total

$379,878

$412,526

Key Reporting Output 5: Tasmanians have easy access to statements of recognised
qualifications.
Performance Indicators: Verification completed within two working days of receipt
80% of the time; statements dispatched within five working days 90% of the time.
Actual

Annual Budget

Developmental

$54,701

$63,256

Operational

$242,703

$261,490

Total

$297,404

$324,746

Key Reporting Output 6: The relationships of qualifications is clear and understood by
a wide range of publics.
Performance Indicators: Baseline data about public understanding of relationships is
collected by the end 2007.
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Actual

Budget

Developmental

$59,374

$68,012

Operational

$119,924

$137,149

Total

$179,298

$205,161

Actual

Budget

$538,423

$619,390

Operational

$2,612,822

$2,792083

Total

$3,151,245

$3,411,473

Total for all Key Reporting Outputs

Developmental
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Statistics
Human Resources Management
Separations
2005
1

2006
1

Hegol, Lana
Pirrone, Lana A
Hunt, Susan M
Pritchard, Karen L
Vandenberg, Paul A
Sattler, George M
Commencements
2005
2006
7*
2

2007
6
Promoted to OPCET
Transfer to Treasury
Separated Feb 2007
HAD to OPCET to March 2008
Separated June 2007
New starter. Three month contract. Separated Dec 2007

2007
7

*4 of these commencements were fixed term project positions

McCullock, Rick G
Sparnon, Richard J
Ali, Sherihan M H
Frost, Michael J
Romaszko, Janine J A
Elliott-Vautin, Debra J
Sattler, George M

New starter. Permanent
New starter. Fixed term to Mar 08
New starter. Permanent
Secondment to Dec 08. Fixed Term
Position relocated April 2007. Permanent.
Was on HDA, won position Jul 2007
New starter. Three month contract.

FTE as at 31 December 2007
2005
2006
2007
21.5*
22.62
23.03
*does not include fixed term project positions
Staff Leave Entitlements
Average number of LSL entitlements per FTE (days)
Average number of annual recreation leave
entitlements per FTE (days)

2005
28.7
18.5

2006
33.9
21.2

2007
32.49
20.88
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Staff Leave taken during 2007
Average sick leave taken per
FTE (days)
Median sick leave taken per FTE
(days)
Average special leave taken per
FTE (days)
Average recreation leave taken
per FTE (days)
Average LSL leave taken per
FTE (days)

2005
5.1

2006
7

2007
5.8

2

1

1

0.3

0.3

0.3

12.5

15.1

17.73

0.4

2.7

3.43
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Statistics Related to Qualifications
Senior Secondary Students Age Profile as at January 1 2007
Age
Number
(2000)
Number
(2001)
Number
(2002)
Number
(2003)
Number
(2004)
Number
(2005)
Number
(2006)
Number
(2007)

15
2,114
(19%)
1,945
(18%)
1,791
(16%)

16
4,882
(43%)
4,856
(44%)
4,924
(43%)
4,927
(46%)
4,845
(48%)

17
2,786
(24%)
2,748
(25%)
3,016
(26%)
2,917
(27%)
3,048
(30%)

18
466
(4%)
412
(4%)
442
(4%)
525
994 (9%)
(5%)
406
632 (6%)
(4%)
446
996 (9%) 5003 (45%) 3348 (30%)
(4%)
388
996(9%)
4932(44%) 3618(33%)
(3%)
410
1135 (10%) 4883 (44%) 3591 (32%)
(4%)

19
158
(1%)
106
(1%)
168
(1%)
169
(2%)
131
(1%)
136
(1%)
120
(1%)
101
(1%)

20+
939
(8%)
844
(8%)
1,109
(10%)
1,206
(11%)
965
(10%)
1075
(10%)
940
(8%)
865
(8%)

N/A

Total

155

11,500

87

10,998

27

11,486

39

10,777

29

10,056

162

11,166
11,114
11,131

Senior Secondary Students Gender Profile
Gender
Number (2000)
Number (2001)
Number (2002)
Number (2003)
Number (2004)
Number (2005)
Number (2006)
Number (2007)

Male
5,305 (46%)
5,069 (46%)
5,303 (46%)
4,853 (45%)
4,584 (46%)
5,046 (45%)
5,069 (45%)
5253 (47%)

Female
6,195 (54%)
5,919 (54%)
6,183 (54%)
5,924 (55%)
5,472 (54%)
6,110 (55%)
6075 (55%)
5906 (53%)

Total
11,500
10,988
11,486
10,777
10,056
11,166
11,144
11,159

Tertiary Entrance Rank (TER) Profile
Rank
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
80
85
90
95 Total
Percentile
Number 0
0
81 197 138 117 133 150 181 205 232 279 288 327
2,328
(2001)
(0%) (0%) (3%) (8%) (6%) (5%) (6%) (6%) (8%) (9%) (10%) (12%) (12%) (14%)
Number 0
15 114 117 142 143 145 186 177 217 239 263 292 328
2,378
(2002)
(0%) (1%) (5%) (5%) (6%) (6%) (6%) (8%) (7%) (9%) (10%) (11%) (12%) (14%)
Number 0
1
58 116 145 145 141 180 184 218 233 266 293 328
2,308
(2003)
(0%) (0%) (3%) (5%) (6%) (6%) (6%) (8%) (9%) (9%) (10%) (12%) (13%) (14%)
Number 0
1
80 101 129 125 130 149 174 199 216 230 265 284
2,083
(2004)
(0%) (0%) (4%) (5%) (6%) (6%) (6%) (7%) (8%) (10%) (10%) (11%) (13%) (14%)
Number 0
0
67 97 127 137 134 159 159 189 203 237 266 292 2067
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(2005)
Number
(2006)
Number
(2007)

(0%) (0%) (3%) (5%) (6%) (7%) (6%) (8%) (8%) (9%)
0
0
100 112 140 143 141 171 182 203
(0%) (0%) (4%) (5%) (6%) (6%) (6%) (8%) (8%) (9%)
0
0
95 102 136 131 134 169 177 196
(o%) (0%) (4%) (5%) (6%) (6%) (6%) (8%) (8%) (9%)

(10%) (11%) (13%) (14%)
233 256 284 304
2269
(10%) (11%) (13%) (13%)
213 248 276 304
2181
(10%) (11%) (13%) (14%)

VET in Schools Certificate Profile
Certificate Level
Number (2000)
Number (2001)
Number (2002)
Number (2003)
Number (2004)
Number (2005)
Number (2006)
Number (2007)

1
731 (52%)
843 (52%)
965 (50%)
822 (48%)
705 (48%)
750 (49%)
822 (54%)
754 (52%)

2
663 (47%)
759 (47%)
918 (48%)
840 (49%)
746 (50%)
739 (48%)
678 (45%)
692 (48%)

3
11 (1%)
20 (1%)
43 (2%)
58 (3%)
29 (2%)
53 (3%)
14 (1%)
5 (0.01%)

Total
1,405
1,622
1,926
1,720
1,480
1542
1514
1451

Senior Secondary TCE/VET Hours Profile
less
Nominal
than
Hours
100
Number 438
(2001) (4%)
Number 629
(2002) (5%)
Number 663
(2003) (6%)
Number 567
(2004) (6%)
Number 758
(2005) (7%)
Number 784
(2006) (7%)
Number 676
(2007) (6%)

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

861
(8%)
870
(8%)
800
(7%)
699
(7%)
1317
(12%)
1308
(12%)
1392
(13%)

366
(3%)
456
(4%)
340
(3%)
325
(3%)
386
(3%)
396
(4%)
405
(4%)

491
(4%)
714
(6%)
381
(4%)
388
(4%)
499
(4%)
441
(4%)
474
(4%)

825
(8%)
880
(8%)
672
(6%)
664
(7%)
792
(7%)
932
(8%)
941
(8%)

1,096
(10%)
988
(9%)
805
(7%)
602
(6%)
751
(7%)
722
(6%)
725
(7%)

2,967
(27%)
3,160
(28%)
2,813
(26%)
2,902
(29%)
3076
(28%)
3407
(31%)
3673
(33%)

2,353
(21%)
2,299
(20%)
2,427
(23%)
2,305
(23%)
2390
(21%)
2194
(20%)
1934
(17%)

670
(6%)
680
(6%)
770
(7%)
549
(5%)
495
(4%)
374
(3%)
388
(4%)

605
(6%)
573
(5%)
624
(6%)
631
(6%)
380
(3%)
308
(3%)
291
(2%)

1000
plus
316
(3%)
237
(2%)
482
(4%)
424
(4%)
322
(3%)
278
(2%)
260
(2%)

Total
10,988
11,486
10,777
10,056
11,166
11,144
11,159

Senior Secondary TCE Hours Profile
Senior Secondary Level
2003 Hours ('000s)
2004 Hours ('000s)
2005 Hours (‘000s)
2006 Hours (‘000s)
2007 Hours (‘000s)

2
475 (8%)
438 (8%)
923 (10%)
741 (9%)
561 (7%)

3
789 (14%)
739 (14%)
1434 (16%)
1421 (17%)
1374 (16%)

4
1,509 (26%)
1,428 (27%)
2604 (29%)
2381 (28%)
2379 (28%)

5
2,952 (52%)
2,773 (52%)
3930 (44%)
3907 (46%)
4126 (49%)
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Other Statistics
Registered Training Organisations (RTO) Registered in Tasmania
2004 2005 2006 2007
Number of RTOs registered in Tasmania
Number of new registrations
Number of cancellations, surrender/expiry of registration

140
16
6

146
14
7

136
13
23

131
13
17

2004

2005

2006

2007

12
12
63
12
3

17
12
10
21
7

15
15
5
25
8

11
10
11
14
0

Types of RTO Audits Completed in 2007

Initial (RTO)
12 month (RTO)
Renewal of registration (RTO)
Compliance (RTO)
Strategic (RTO)

Amendments to the Scope of Qualifications Delivered by RTOs
2004 2005 2006 2007
Qualifications approved for extensions
Qualifications approved for reductions
Site visits

815
412
52

873
372
59

448
520
65

421
448
30

Accreditation of Non TCE and Training Package Courses
2004 2005 2006 2007
Number of newly accredited courses processed
Number of renewals of accreditation processed

18
5

14
11

14
9

11
8

Overseas Qualification Recognition in 2007
2004 2005 2006 2007
Assessed against appropriate Country Education Profile
Referred to AEI-NOOSR
No guidelines available

21
6
5

32
2
8

31
3
12

49
4
7
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Higher Education Providers

Number of new and renewed registrations
Number of new and renewed course accreditations
Number of higher education providers registered in
Tasmania
Number of higher education coursed approved to be
provided in Tasmania

2004

2005

2006

2007

3
2

0
1

3
21

7

7

8

3
1
8

33

31

38

2004

2005

2006

2007

-

3
68
2

4
74
6

12
363
1

42

Providers to Overseas Students

Number of providers registered/re-registered
Number of new courses approved
Number of registrations cancelled
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Website Statistics
The TQA website is one of the primary means by which the TQA communicates with its
clients. The website has undergone some significant developments in 2007, such as:
• an online certificate verification system allowing all certificates issued by the
TQA to be verified online (http://www.tqa.tas.gov.au/2007)
• ongoing development of a senior secondary course register to consolidate course
information in a logical format
• a project to review the website and update the way that the information is
presented is also underway.
The TQA currently collects statistics on the documents that have been downloaded from
the TQA website, and on the web pages visited for statistical analysis.
For 2007 a total of 150,000 documents were downloaded and 556,000 page visits were
recorded. This shows an increase of 4.8% for page visits when compared to 2006.
The graphs below plot the weekly totals of documents downloaded, and pages visited in
2006 and 2007. Peaks and troughs coincide with periods throughout the year such as
exam periods and holidays. The week ending axis for the graphs use the weeks in 2007
and the 2006 lines are plotted for the same comparative week in those years.
Figure 1

Figure 1 clearly shows a slight increase in page visits in 2007 compared to 2006. Prior to
and during the TCE exam period peaks of 30,000 page visits were made each week for
three weeks. The peak in July corresponds with the mid-year exam period in schools and
colleges.
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Figure 2

Figure 2 shows a slight decrease in the overall documents downloaded for 2007 with a
small increase during the end of year peak period.
In 2008 development of the TQA website will focus on analysing our current online
services and how they are presented to our external clients, with improvements to be
investigated and implemented.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 - Committees established under section 20 of the TQA Act
Senior Secondary Assessment Administration Review Committee (SSAARC)
Sandra Cousins (Chair)
Associate Professor Dianne Nicol
Robin Fox
Dan White (Alternate)
Risk Management Committee
Tim Doe
Dan Norton
Reg Allen

Appendix 2 - Advisory Groups
Higher Education Expert Group
Professor John Williamson
Rev Dr Alan Pang
Professor Gail Hart
Rev Dr Tom Wallace
Dr Michael Stoddart
Dr Elizabeth Vagg
Dr Anne Martin
Dr Pat Quilty
Dr Iain Montgomery
Technical Advisory Group
Dr Reg Allen
Brien Connor
Phil Geeves
Ian James
Susan Schaap
Andrew Smith
Neville Windsor
Simon Wotherspoon
Graeme Young
New Tasmanian Certificate of Education Project Steering Group
Reg Allen (Chair) – CEO TQA
Lea Symonds – President, Australian Human Resources Institute
Kym Goodes – Manager, Guaranteeing Futures Programs
Michael Stevens – Deputy Secretary, Office of Post-Compulsory Education and Training
Trevor Martin – Human Resources Manger, Federal Group
Lynne Hanlon – Principal, Claremont College
Diane Tompson – Managing Director, Powercom
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Michelle Strickland - Project Quality Consultant, 3P Consulting
Mike Frost – Project Manager
Narrative Certificate Steering Group
Dr Reg Allen (Chair) – CEO, TQA
Dr Christopher Newell – Associate Professor, University of Tasmania
Dr Doug Bridge – Senior Lecturer, Institute for Inclusive Learning Communities
David Pearce – Community Advocate
Dr Julianne Moss – Senior Lecturer, Education, University of Melbourne
Jane Barrett - Consultant on Disability
Jenny Dixon – Consultant, Tas Advocacy
Dr Julie Rimes – Director, Kilburn Institute, St Michaels Collegiate
Lynne Hanlon - Principal, Claremont College
Peter Galligan - Coordinator Physical Impairment, Department of Education
Mike Frost – Project Manager
New TCE Education and Training Provider Reference Group
Lynne Hanlon(Chair) - Principal, Claremont College
Susan Chen – Principal, Marist Regional College
Ric Petersen – Principal, Calvin Christian School
Marcelle Watts – Principal, Clarence High School
Dale Pearce – Principal, Triabunna District High School
Sharon Lidster – Manager, Education Performance Services
Anthony Morgan – Deputy Director, Catholic Education Office
Tony Crehan – Executive Director, Association of Independent Schools Tasmania
Jill Morgan – Principal, Sacred Heart College
Judy Fahey – Principal, Burnie High School
John Marshall – Principal, St Helens District High School
New TCE Post School Destination Reference Group
Diane Tompson (Chair) - Managing Director, PowerCom;
Graham Kirkwood - Manager, Learning Development TAFE Tasmania;
Paul Barnett - Executive Director, Planning & Development, University of Tasmania;
Tim Ritchie - Executive Manager, Business and Employment;
John Withers - Manager, Employment & Training TCCI;
Mike Whittle - General Manager Human Resources, Aurora Energy;
Peter Brown - Manager Centrelink

Appendix 3 - TCE Course Accreditation 007
TCE Courses accredited for a period of 12 months from 1/1/2007 to 31/12/2007
At the request of the Department of Education and in the context of the restructure of
post-compulsory education and training in Tasmania, the TQA updated and accredited
the following courses which were due to expire at the end of 2007:
Vocational Learning
Work Readiness

(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
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Design Graphics
Automotive Technology
Applied Technology
Technology Framework:
Design in Metal
Design in Wood
Food Studies
Lifestyle and Fashion
Catering
Catering Management
Computing

(TCE levels 2, 3, and 5)
(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
(TCE levels 2, 3 and 4)
(TCE levels 3 and 4)
(TQA levels 1 and 2)

Courses accredited for a period of 5 years from 1/1/2008 to 31/12/2113
Applied Sport Studies
(TQA 2)
Community Service Learning
(TQA 1 and 2)
Computer Graphics and Design
(TQA 2 and 3)
Computer Science
(TQA 3)
Food and Nutrition
(TQA 3)
- Nutrition and Food Choice Senior Secondary
(TQA 2)
- Food Quality and Processing Senior Secondary (TQA 2)
Health Studies
(TQA 3)
Housing and Design
(TQA 3)
Information Technology and Systems
(TQA 3)
Outdoor Education
(TQA 2)
Outdoor Experiences
(TQA 1)
Outdoor Leadership
(TQA 3)
Personal Health and Wellbeing
(TQA 2)
Personal Wellbeing
(TQA 1)
Physical Recreation
(TQA 1)
Sport Science
(TQA 3)
Student-Directed Inquiry
(TQA 2 and 3)

Appendix 4 - TCE Syllabuses
TCE senior secondary syllabuses levels 2 – 5 are designed for use in the senior secondary
years (years 11 and 12) and are organised in four levels of difficulty (two is the lowest
and five the highest). There are three kinds of TCE syllabuses which are distinguished by
differences in their design times and by the number of criteria comprising their
assessment.
A syllabuses have six criteria and a design time of 50 hours. B syllabuses have eight
criteria and a design time of 100 hours. C syllabuses have ten criteria and are of 150
hours design time.
Design times indicate the amount of class contact time (or its equivalent) that the
majority of students would require to complete the syllabus. TQA syllabuses available in
2007 are listed below:
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Arts
The Arts Applied
Art Appreciation
Audio Design
Choreography and Dance Performance
Studies in Music
Contemporary Music
Studies in Drama
Media Production
English
English
English Communications
English Writing

Visual Arts and Media
Art Production
Dance
Music
Music Performance
Drama
Theatre Performance

English Applied
English Studies
English as a Second Language

Health and Physical Education
Adventure Education
Health
Sport Studies and Sports Science

Athlete Development
Recreation and Health

Information Technology
Computer Science
Information Systems

Computing

Languages
Chinese
German
Italian
Other National Languages

French
Indonesian
Japanese

Manufacturing Studies
Mathematics
Mathematics Applied
Mathematics Specialised
Maths at Work
Science
Biology
Environmental Science
Physical Sciences
Science of Natural Resources

Mathematics Methods
Maths After College

Chemistry
Life Sciences
Physics
Science of the Physical World

Student-directed Inquiry
Studies of Society and Environment
Ancient Civilizations

Australia in Asia and the Pacific
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Australian Studies
Introduction to Sociology and Psychology
Sociology
Accounting
Economics
Business Management
Issues in Society
Geography
Modern World History
Tasmanian Investigations
Vocational Learning

Issues in Society
Psychology
Working with Children
Business Studies
Applied Small Business Studies
Accounting
Family and Society Today – Exploring the
Issues
Legal Studies
Religion and Philosophy
Tourism Studies
Work Readiness

Special Needs
Communicating with the Deaf
Maths for Living

Recreation and Health

Technology
Applied Technology
Catering and Catering Management
Design Graphics
Design in Wood
Food Studies
Lifestyle and Fashion

Automotive Technology
Computer Graphics and Design
Design in Metal
Electronics
Housing and Design

Appendix 5
Senior Secondary Moderators
Gary Adderton
Gary Anderson
Gary Anderson
Patricia Bailey-Smith
Jan Bean
Virginia Berechree
Penny Bester
Beth Bradford
Jillian Brandsema
Julie Brock
Wayne Brookes
Wayne Brookes
Chris Bush
Andrew Butler
Andrew Butler
Richard Chapman
Chris Chugg
Mike Connell

Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Northern)
Moderator (Statewide)
Chair (Term 1)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Chair - Term 1
Facilitator Assistant/South
Facilitator Assistant
Facilitator Assistant/North
Moderator (Southern)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Northern)

Computer Graphics & Design 2 - 5
Mathematics Applied 5 C
Physical Sciences 5 C
English as a Second Language 2, 3, 5
Sport Studies 4
Health 2, 4, 5
Life Sciences 2 - 4
Family & Society Today 3 - 4
Technology - Food Studies 2 - 4
Visual Arts & Media 2 - 4
Art Production 5 C
Visual Arts & Media 2 - 4
Technology - MDT 2 - 4
Maths after College 2 - 3
Maths at Work 2 - 3
Religion & Philosophy 2 - 4
Athlete Development 3 - 4
Technology - MDT 2 - 4
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Russell Cooper
Tom Daly
Ruth Davidson
Lisa Davies
Barry Dudgeon
John Duncombe
Mark Evans
Bruce Fairfax
Nick Foster
Bronwyn Fuller
Vicki Gall
Graham Gates
Graham Gates
Dana Gerke
Margaret Gillham
Ian Glover
Richard Grudzien
Wendy Hays
Lynn Hendley
Don Hinds
Ann Hodgkinson
Robert Hopwood
Duncan How
Caroline Jackson
Murray Jones
Patricia Kempa
Jan Latimer
Trudy Lister
Peter Little
Dossie Maher
Shon McIntee
Bernd Meyer
Dennis Moore
Jim Morris
Pip Morse
John Overton
Louise Peters
Marie Phillips
Phillipa Pitt
Sally Polanowski
Phil Richardson
Oma Rodger
David Rush
Martyn Sanderson
Sue Schaap
Jodie Schafferius
Margaret Shearer
John Short

Moderator (Statewide)
Chair - Term 2
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Facilitator
Chair - Term 2
Moderator (Southern)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
A/Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Co-Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Northern)
Moderator (Statewide)
Co-Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Northern)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Southern)
Moderator (Statewide)
Co-Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Southern)

Religion & Philosophy 5 C
English as a Second Language 2, 3, 5
Australian Studies 5 C
English 2 - 4
Music 3 - 5
Automotive Technology 2 - 4
Vocational Learning 2 - 4
English Studies 5 C
Sport Science Senior Secondary 4 - 5
Japanese 4, 5
Working with Children 2 - 4
Media Production 2 - 4
Media Production 5 C
Technology - Food Studies 2 - 4
Drama 2 - 5
Science of the Physical World 2 - 4
Ancient Civilisations 5 C
Food Studies 5 C
Psychology 5 C
Recreation & Health 2, 4
Work Readiness 2 - 4
Computing Senior Secondary 3 - 4
English Communications 5 C
French 4, 5
Information Systems 4 - 5
The Arts Applied 2 - 4
Tourism Studies 2 - 4
Sociology Senior Secondary 5 C
German 4, 5
Catering 2 - 4
Technology - Design Graphics 2 - 5
Economics 5 C
Environmental Science 5 C
Legal Studies 5 C
Outdoor Pursuits & Adventure Education 2 - 4
Modern World History 5 C
Drama 2 - 5
Housing & Design 4 - 5 C
Mathematics Specialised 5 C
Sociology Senior Secondary 5 C
Physics 5 C
English Communications 5 C
Mathematics Applied 3, 4
Electronics 3 - 5
Mathematics Methods 4
Accounting 5 C
Issues in Society 2 - 4
Mathematics Applied 5 C
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Janet Sims
Gina Slevec
Melissa Smith
Melissa Smith
Melissa Smith
Robyn Spalding
Rod Staples
Barry Stubbs
Wayne Sutton
Maree Swanson
Peter Symons
Mary Thomas
Ileana Timmins
Angela Vaughan
Peter Viney
Helen Walker
Ros Walker
Paul Welsh
Brian West
Kay Wilson
Neville Windsor
Mary Young

Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Facilitator
Facilitator
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Southern)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Northern)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Moderator (Statewide)
Co-Moderator (Statewide)

Computer Science 4 - 5
Dance 5 C
Art Appreciation 5 C
Art Production 5 C
Visual Arts & Media 2 - 4
English Applied 2 - 4
Adventure Leadership 4 C
Australia in Asia & the Pacific 5 C
Geography 5 C
Intro to Sociology & Psychology 3-4
Business Studies 2 - 4
Technology-Lifestyle & Fashion 2-4
Italian 4, 5
Science of Natural Resources 2 - 5
Australia in Asia & the Pacific 5 C
Biology 5 C
English Writing 3 - 5
Chemistry 5 C
Audio Design 3 - 5
Indonesian 4, 5
Mathematics Methods 5 C
Catering 2 - 4
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Appendix 6
Outstanding Achievement Awards
The Tasmanian Qualifications Authority (TQA) holds an annual awards ceremony to
celebrate outstanding achievement by Tasmanian senior secondary students. These
awards highlight the achievement of young people across a broad range of skill and
interest areas, both academic and vocational.

Mr Graeme Sturgess, MHA, representing The Honorable David Bartlett,
Minister for Education & Award Recipients, 2007
Photo © Photomakers Sandy Bay (2007)

The 2007 Presentation of Certificates Ceremony
The awards ceremony for students studying in 2006 was held on 2 February 2007 at
Tattersall’s Park Function Centre, Hobart.
The ceremony celebrated the achievements of 56 students from schools and colleges
around the state. The TQA was delighted to highlight the achievements of young people
across a broad range of skill and interest areas, both academic and vocational.
The Chair of the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority, Mr Tim Doe, opened the
ceremony.
Mr Graeme Sturgess, MHA, representing The Honourable David Bartlett, Minister for
Education, presented awards to 24 students in the category of Outstanding Achievement
in a Vocational Education and Training Program, 31 students in the category of
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Outstanding Academic Achievement, and 1 student in the category Outstanding
Achievement in a Specialised Area: Performing Arts.
Ms Emily Burke, opera singer and runner up in the ABC’s Operatunity Oz, was the Guest
Speaker at the 2006 Ceremony. Ms Burke gave an inspirational speech to the gathering
on the topic Follow Your Dream.

Ms Emily Burke addressing the gathering.
Photo © Photomakers Sandy Bay (2007)

During the ceremony award recipients and guests were entertained by music and singing
provided by Johanna van Tienen and Adam Direen (Guilford Young College), Astrid
Sugden, Hannah Vasicek, Claire Roberts-Thomson and Clara Teniswood of Highly
Strung (St Michael’s Collegiate School), and Rob Mason and Nick Devereux (Elizabeth
College).

Highly Strung
Photo © Photomakers Sandy Bay (2007)
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Outstanding Achievement in a Vocational Education and Training Program
Awards
Two of the recipients of Outstanding Achievement in a Vocational Education and
Training Program awards.

Cameron Day

Betty Nelson
Photos © Photomakers Sandy Bay (2007)

List of 2007 Outstanding Achievement in a Vocational Education and Training
Program award recipients:
Adam

Cooper

Rosny College

Certificate II Outdoor
Recreation

Amy

Mourant

Rosny College

Certificate II Sport and
Recreation

Betty

Nelson

Elizabeth College

Certificate II Community
Service (Aged Care)

Cameron

Day

Claremont College

Certificate II Sport and
Recreation

Georgie

Usher

Rosny College

Certificate II Tourism

Hannah

Taylor

Hobart College

Certificate II Tourism

Jamie

Mcgaughtey Claremont College

Certificate II Multimedia
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Jarrod

Mangione

Guilford Young College

Certificate II Business

Jessica

Britten

Elizabeth College

Certificate I Sport and
Recreation

Lauren

Newstead

Rosny College

Certificate II Hairdressing

Peter

Cooksley

Rosny College

Certificate I Hospitality
(Kitchen Operations)

Shani

Upton

Rosny College

Toby

Burgess

Rosny College

Certificate II Community
Services (Children’s
Services)
Certificate I General
Construction

Christopher

Ven Keulen

St Patricks College

Certificate II Tourism

Emily

Wyton

Launceston College

James

Fish

St Patricks College

Certificate II Live
Production , (Theatre and
Events)
Certificate II Engineering
Production

Jennifer

Robertson

Deloraine High

Certificate II IT (Business
and Retail)

Lachlan

Woodcock

The Don College

Certificate II Agriculture
(Beef)

Michael

Lee

The Don College

Certificate II Business

Mitchell

Alomes

St Brendan Shaw College

Certificate II Hospitality
(Kitchen Operations)

Nicholas

Cassidy

Launceston College

Certificate II Hospitality
(Operations)

Nicholas

Roach

Launceston College

Certificate II Broadcasting
(Radio)

Renee

Bellamy

Launceston College

Certificate II in
Community Services

Ryan

Williams

Launceston College

Certificate II Hospitality
(Operations)
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Outstanding Academic Achievement Awards
Two of the recipients of Outstanding Academic Achievement awards.

Michael Thompson

Wendy Wang

Photos © Photomakers Sandy Bay (2007)

List of 2006 Outstanding Achievement award recipients:
Elisabeth

Campton

The Friends' School

Ronald

Chan

Scotch Oakburn College

Rohan

Church

The Friends' School

James

Correy

The Friends' School

Kathryn

Easther

St Michael's Collegiate School

Karinna

Fyfe

Scotch Oakburn College

Jeremy

Gorniak

The Don College

Jarrod

Green

Newstead College

Joshua

Hawson

The Friends' School

Melinda

He

The Friends' School
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Jet

Holloway

The Hutchins School

Benjamin

Hunn

The Friends' School

Jeffrey

Kan

The Hutchins School

Thomas

Karpiniec

Elizabeth College

Cathryn

Kube

The Friends' School

Patrick

Lau

Rosny College

Paris

Lettau

Newstead College

Sarah

Lyden

Guilford Young College

Michael

Scanlon

The Don College

Hamish

Scott

St Brendan Shaw College

Paul

Stack

Hobart College

Michael

Thompson

Hobart College

Sarah

Thompson

Elizabeth College

Johannes

Van Adrichem

Hobart College

Jana

Vitesnikova

The Friends' School

Nicholas

Vreugdenhil

Scotch Oakburn College

Stephanie

Wallace

The Fahan School

Wendy

Wang

Elizabeth College

Benjamin

Wood

Scotch Oakburn College

Miriam

Woodgate

Scotch Oakburn College

Nicholas

Woodward

The Friends' School

Outstanding Achievement in a Specialised Area – Performing Arts
Pia

Moore

Launceston College
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